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l\BSTRACT 

This thesis is a general geological study of the 

previously un~apped Biscay Bay - Cape Race area, the extreme 

southeastern part of the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland. 

The area is underlain by a thick sequence of Precambrian 

sedimentary rocks belonging to the Conception Group and the 

St. John's Formation of the Cabot Group. 

Some of the important aspects of this thesis are 

the discovery of fossils in the Precambrian rocks, three fold 

classification of the Conception Group, recognition of the 

St. John's Formation for the first time in the area, and 

description of the regional structural pattern. 

The thesis is illustrated by figures and plates. 

Those pertaining to the primary sedimentary structures are of 

special significance in deciphering depositional environment 

of the rocks. The coastal geology is described in four plates 

on a scale of 1:10,000 and a geological map with the location 

of these plates on a scale of 1:50,000. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Location and Accessibility 

The Biscay Bay - Cape Race area lies on the extreme 

southeastern part of the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland (Fig.l-1). 

The northern and southern boundaries of the area are marked 

by Lat. 46 45' and 46 38', the eastern and western boundaries 

by Long. 53 2' and 53 17'. 

The area is accessible by road from St. John's which is 

100 miles north of Biscay Bay. The northern half of the road is 

paved and there is a daily taxi service from Trespassey, the 

major community of the southern Avalon, to St. JOhn's. One can 

also reach the area from the Trans-Canada Highway entering from 

the west via h~ghways 6 and 7. Within the area, there is a 

secondary gravel road running from Trepassey via Portugal cove 

South to the light house at Cape Race. 

Most of the coast-line is accessible by foot and can be 

easily traversed, except at a few places between Drook and 

Freshwater Point where the cliffs are almost vertical. A boat 

is helpful for studying these cliff sections. Inland the map

area is barren and easy to traverse in all directions. The most 

useful traverses are those along the course of rivers where 

bedrock is locally exposed. 
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There are three settlements in the area namely Portugal 

Cove South, Biscay Bay, and Cape Race. The population of Portugal 

Cove South is 350 and that of Biscay Bay is 76 (1962 census); fishin 

is the main industry. Only three families live at Cape Race and 

it is important for telecommunications, transmitting weather 

signals, and for its light house that directs shipping. 

Present Work 

Most geological studies on the Avalon Peninsula have 

been confined to Torbay (Rose, 1952), and Whitbourne (McCartney, 

1967) map areas. 
0 

The area south of Lat. 47 has not been mapped. 

The present study represents the first attempt at separation 

of the Conception Group from the overlying St. John's Formation 

in the southernmost part of the unmapped area. 

Field work for the present dissertation was completed 

during a four month period in the summer of 1967. Topographic 

maps No. I k/II Trepassey East and I k/II Trepassey West, 

prepared by Surveys and Mapping Branch of the Department of 

Energy, Mines and Resources were enlarged and used for field 

mapping. Mapping was done on a scale of 1:10,000 and the coastal 

geology is shown on four separate sheets (Plates 2-1, 2-2, 2-3 

and 2-4). A geological map on a scale of 1:50,000 is also 

provided to give a general picture of the area. 
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An early reconnaissance study by the author showed 

that the distribution of rock types in the area was fairly 

clear. Rocks belonging to the St. John's Formation are exposed 

east and west of the Conception Group, indicating a regional 

anticlinal structure. Subsequent mapping confirmed this 

structural interpretation. 

Variations in rock types within the Conception Group 

were noticed even during reconnaissance studies. Later, it was 

found that the group is divisible into three lithological units 

each of formational status; the uppermost unit is fossiliferou~ 

and this represents the first discovery of definite Precambrian 

fossils in Newfoundland, except perhaps Aspidella terranovic~ 

Billings, a questionably organic form found in shales of the 

St. John's Formation. 

This dissertation is a general geological study 

highlighted by the following: 

1. Discovery of Precambrian fossils. 

2. Three-fold classification of the Conception Group. 

3. Recognition of the St. John's Formation for the first time 

in this area. 

4. Evidence of volcanism in the basal part of the St. John's 

Formation. 

5. Description of well developed turbidity features. 

6. Regional anticlinal structure. 
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Physiography 

Most of the area, a gently undulating plain with a few 

hills rising to 500 ft. is covered by bog, drift, and marsh with 

almost no trees. A general idea of the variation in thickness 

of drift, which varies from one or two feet to about thirty 

feet, may be had by traversing river courses. Outcrops are 

sparce except in the coastal regions. 

Ponds up to half a mile in length, generally irregular 

and in some cases oval, are found throughout the area. Many 

of them wePe produced by glacial action and at least two ponds 

near Cape Race appear to be kettle holes. Boulders of irregular 

sha~ and size, occuring on the marginal parts of the ponds, are 

probably washed from till and pushed ashore by local ice due to 

expansion in the volume of water after freezing. 

Small streams flow from one pond to another over a 

gently sloping surface. Their ability to perform geological work 

is largely dependent on the volume of the water provided to them 

by the ponds of their initiation. Such streams start meandering 

just after their initiation because of the gentl~ gradient of 

the land and low erosive power of the streams. The main rivers 

of the area form a southward radiating pattern and have uncovered 

the drift to expose bedrock, especially near the sea. Some of 

the rivers that constitute the drainage system are Back river, 

Portugal Cove brook, Drook river, Briscal amve river, and 

Freshwater river. 
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The coast-line shows a continuous exposure of bedrock 

except for local beaches of boulder, gravel, and sand especially 

at Biscay Bay, Portugal Cove South, and Long Beach. Its outline 

and shape vary in accordance with lithology and structure. A 

flat indented coast has developed on the well cleaved friable 

shales of the St. John's Formation while a steep indented coast 

has developed on the hard, siliceous massive cherts of the lower 

part of the Conception Group. The coastal areas where greywackes 

and argillites are exposed, are gently sloping except where 

controlled by structures. 

Most of the coves and embayments run either along fault 

planes or fold axes though glacial action has modified their 

form in many instances. Examples of fault controlled valleys 

may be seen at Drook, near Mistaken Point, and at Cape Race. A 

weak zone is locally produced in the crushed axial plane of a 

tight folded structure (Fig. 1-2). Erosion of rocks by sea 

action has resulted in a small natural bridge on the coast-line 

between Freshwater Point and Briscal Cove river. 

Some parts of the coast-line have indentations parallel 

to the strike of the beds and they have been formed by wave action 

along bedding planes eg. the coast-line on the western bank of 

Cape Cove near Cape Race. Wave erosion has also resulted in 

development of deep vertical gorges along joint planes in cherts 

of the lower unit of the Conception Group. The material 

loosened as a result of compression along the joint planes is 

carried o~t to the sea by retreating waves. 
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Considering the relative influence of lithology and 

structure, it is the latter part that plays a decisive role. 

the reason why the coast near Cape Race is steep even though 

developed on the St. John~ shales and it is gentle near Pigeon 

cove Point even though formed on cherty argillites and cherts. 

This i 

In the coast-line development, the significance of lithology in 

the Torbay map-area (Rose, 1952) and of structures in the Harbour 

Grace area (Hutchinson, 1953) was reported, their relative role 

has not been described in the other parts of the Avalon Peninsula. 

BEACHES: 

In the map-area, there are three well developed beaches 

and associated beach bars, at Biscay Bay, Portugal Cove South, 

and Long Beach, aligned approximately in the east west direction. 

The orientation of the beach bars indicates they are the result 

of the waves produced by strong northerly prevailing wind. The 

beach bars consist mostly of shingle which is bounded by pebbles 

and boulders. Although most of the material for the develop-

ment of the beaches is derived from the drift in the off shore 

area, some of it is brought also by rivers that meet at the 

bay-heads. 

All three beaches are bay-head beaches separating a 

small lagoonal area in each case from the main body of water. The 

lagoonal areas in the case of Biscay Bay and Portugal Cove South 

are filled with water but at Long Beach it is marsh. 

no evidence of raised beaches in the map-area. 

There is 
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GLACIATION: 

Glacial drift, chatter marks, and other erosional and 

depositional features all indicate that the area was glaciated. 

During the period of glaciation the hills were flattened and 

the valleys widened into U-shaped forms that have not been 

altered by subsequent drainage. 

Planation of the area is generally complete and flat 

boulder surfaces have resulted where the finer material has been 

washed out, although Brueckner (1967, personal communication) is 

of the view that a boulder surface between Capahayden and Portugal 

Cove South is the result of solifluxion. The boulders in the 

drift consist of chert, siliceous argillites, siltstone, grey

wackes, and rarely shales, mostly of local origin. Glacial 

boulders of igneous or volcanic rocks are almost absent but a 

diorite erratic of approximately 20 ft. diameter was seen in1and 

about six miles north of Portugal Cove South. 
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Fig. 1-1 

Location map of the area showing index of 

mapped areas in the Avalon Peninsula. The area marked 

by dots is the Biscay Bay - Cape Race area. 
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Fig. 1-2 

A tightly folded anticline in the Cape Cove 

Formation between Mistaken Point and Briscal Cove river. 

Sea waves formed a cave along the anticlinal axis by 

taking the rock material away. This is how an embayment 

starts along a fold axis. 

Fig. 1-3 

Typical boulder beach of southern Avalon viewed 

looking east toward Trepassey. The beach material is derived 

from glacial drift. 
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Fig. 1-2 

Fig. 1-3 
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CHAPTER II 

GENERAL GEOLOGY 

The Biscay Bay - Cape Race area is underlain by a thick 

sequence of Precambrian sedimentary rocks which can be separated, 

even though there is a gradational boundary, into two main division 

a lower division consisting of banded cherts, argillites, grey-

wackes, and siltstones corresponding to the Conception Group 

(Rose,l952); an upper division consisting of shales with sandstone 

laminae and sandy streaks corresponding to the St. John's Formation 

(Rose,l952). The rocks of the lower division are mainly green and 

purple. Those of the -upper division are various shades of grey. 

Age Group 

Cabot 

Conce
ption 

. TABLE OF FORMATIONS 

Formation 

St. John's 
1100 ft. 

Lithology 

Well cleaved grey shales with 
sandstone laminae and sandy streaks 

Gradational boundary 

Cape Cove 
3000 ft. 

Graded beds of greywackes, siltstone, 
and well cleaved green argillites; 
purple argillites and greywackes in 
the upper part of the formation. 

Gradational boundary 

Freshwater 
Point 

1500 ft. 

Green siliceous argillites with some 
greywackes. 

Gradational boundary 

Drook 
2500 ft. 

Banded cherts and silicified argillit 
and siltstones. 

~---------------------------------------------------------
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CONCEPTION GROUP 

The Conception Group was defined by Rose (195~) as a 

thick sequence of sedimentaxy rocks overlying the Harbour Main 

Group and underlying the St. John's Formation of the Cabot 

Group. H~ divided the Conception Group into two rock units, 

the "Conception slate" and the "Torbay slate". However, a 

formal classification was not proposed. 

In the Biscay Bay - Cape Race area, the Conception Grou~ 

can be divided into three formations here named: the Drook . 
Formation, the Freshwater Point Formation, and the Cape Cove 

Formation in order of decreasing age. Although the rock units 

are separated by graditional boundaries, each formation has its 

own characteristics that distinguish it from overlying and 

underlyin~ formations· 

Rocks of the Conception Group throughout the Avalon 

Peninsula have previously been referred to as slaty siltstone, 

slates, argillites, mudstones etc. Although these lithologies 

are not easily compared there is some suggestion of a facies 

change from fine sediments in the west to coarser in the east. 
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Drook Formation 

NAME: 

The name Drook Formation 1s proposed for a sequence of 

banded cherts and highly siliceous argillites which are the 

oldest rocks of the area. The type area is Drook, three miles 

each of Portugal Cove South. 

DISTRIBUTION AND THICKNESS: 

Rocks of the Drook Formation occupy the core of a 

regional anticlinorium with axis trending northeast through 

Freshwater Bay. The western boundary of the formation lies just 

east of Pigeon Cove Point and the eastern boundary lies half 

a mile west of Freshwater Point (Plate 2-3). Apart from coastal 

exposures the formation is found in numerous outcrops 

along Drook river, which runs in a valley along the axis 

of the anticlinorium. 

The exposed thickness of the Drook Formation on the 

western flank of the anticlinorium is about 2500 ft. 

LITHOLOGY: 

The Drook Formation comprises well bedded, gently foldec 

banded cherts and siliceous argillites (Fig. 2-2). Many of the 

chert beds are silicified siltstones and each bed has its 

characteristic colour, usually containing shades of green 

that are more accentuated on the exposed surface. The thick

ness of the beds varies from a fraction of an inch to two inches. 
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The cherts and siliceous argillites are exceptionally 

hard and compact. In places, the rocks are fractured but 

cleavage is rarely well developed. They break with conchoidal 

fracture and sharp edges on the fresh surface, but where crushed 

or jointed, weather into cubic, rhomboidal, or irregular 

fragments. The cherts are easily crushed and brecciated even 

along minor faults. Nevertheless, they are very resistant to 

weathering and form the areas of greatest relief near Drook. 

The most common constituents of the rocks, as identified 

from X-Ray diffraction, are quartz, albite, chlorite, and sericite 

(Table I). The other constituents are epidote, siderite (?), 

and leucoxene. Clay minerals are absent. Calcite is found only 

in the form of concretions, such as ellipsoidal nodules, 

concretionary silty blocks, and concretionary limy chert etc. 

RELATION TO UNDERLYING AND OVERLYING ROCKS: 

The base of the formation is not exposed in the area 

and the contact relation between the Conception Group and 

the underlying rocks is unknown. However, the oldest beds of 

the formation exposed along Drook river are almost pure cherts. 

The upper boundary of the formation is gradational with 

a gradual increase in the argillaceous and arenaceous material 

and decrease in silicification. Near Pigeon Cove Point, the 

transition zone, between the Drook and Freshwater Point 

Formations, includes two layers of pseudo oolitic concretionary 

chert of about 2" thickness. 
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TABLE I 

VARIATION IN QUARTZ WITH RESPECT TO OTHER MINERALS 

(From X-Ray diffraction) 

Sample No. Q/A Q/Chl. Q/Cal. Chl./Seri. 

MCR-26 3.25 3.40 1.55 

MCR-18 3.25 3.25 1.78 

MCR-2 1.99 2.36 3.20 1.90 

ESH-4 2.61 3.65 1.58 1.59 

MCC-25 3.89 3.70 1.69 

MLB-20 3.50 4.36 1.29 

MLB-46 3.20 3.23 1.26 

MFP-2 3.12 3.26 1.12 

MCC-3 4.44 4.26 1.30 

MPC-24 2.05 2.85 1.16 

MPC-14 2.90 2.40 1.48 

MPC-8 4.00 5.56 1.50 

Formation 

st. John' 

" 

" 

" 

Cape Cove 

" 

" 

" 

Freshwate 
Point 

" 

Drook 

" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Q = Quartz 

A - Felspar 

Chl.= Chlorite 

Seri.= Sericite 
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Freshwater Point Formation 

NAME: 

The Freshwater Point Formation is proposed for a 

sequence of predominantly argillaceous beds underlain by the 

orook Formation and overlain by the Cape Cove Formation. 

DISTRIBUTION AND THICKNESS: 

The Freshwater Point Formation is exposed in coastal 

areas on the western and eastern limbs of the anticlinorium 

where it overlies the Drook Formation with a gradational 

boundary. The western coastal section near Daly's Point is not 

complete because of a boulder beach along that part of the 

coast. The eastern coastal section is completemd stretches 

for more than one mile. 

An estimated minimum thickness of the formation is 

about 1500 ft. 

LITHOLOGY: 

The Freshwater Point Formation is composed of siliceous 

argillites and siltstones, locally with minor proportions of 

medium to fine grained sandstone found at the base of the graded 

beds. The sandstones have a composition similar to those of 

the overlying Cape Cove greywackes (Table II) , but are better 

sorted. The sandstones are composed of subangular to subrourided 

grains of quartz, felspar, and rock fragments, exhibiting a 

bimodal texture. The groundmass is composed of chlorite, sericite, 

epidote, leucoxene, and sphene etc. 
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The diffraction patterns of some of the fine grained 

rocks reveal that quartz, albite, and chlorite, and sericite are 

the common constituents. Clay minerals are absent. Chlorite 

which is chiefly responsible for the green colour of the rocks, 

is derived from more than one source, but mainly from alteration 

of basic rock fragments and clay minerals. The accessory 

minerals include epidote, leucoxene, and sphene. 

The fine grained sediments of the Freshwater Point 

Fo~ation are green, the sandstones grey, and the weathered 

product whitish. Weathered fragments are slab like and parallel 

fracture cleavage planes. Fracture cleavage is common but 

rarely well developed. The rocks are also cut by numerous joints 

parallel with or normal to the bedding planes. 

RELATION TO UNDERLYING AND OVERLYING ROCKS: 

The upper part of the formation consists of graded beds, 

which are composed of sandstone through siltstone to siliceous 

argillite, with the basal sandstone part less than 20% of a 

graded unit. The upper boundary of the formation is drawn 

where the greywacke part of graded beds becomes 20% or more. 

Thus the boundaries of the Freshwater Point Formation 

with the underlying Drook Formation and the overlying Cape Cove 

Formation are gradational. 
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Cape Cove Formation 

NAME: 
The name Cape Cove Formation is proposed for a sequence 

of graded beds that overlies the Freshwater Point Formation 

and underlies the St. John's Formation. The type section is 

exposed along the western side of Cape Cove, near Cape Race. 

DISTRIBUTION AND THICKNESS: 

In addition to the type section, there are two coastal 

exposures of the formation. One of them is from Big Cove to 

Long Beach and the other in Portugal Cove South. Exposures of 

the formation are found also along Portugal Cove Brook and 

Briscal Cove river. 

An estimated thickness of the formation is 2700 £t., 

which is overlain by a transition zone of about 400 ft. 

LITHOLOGY: 

The main part of the Cape Cove Formation comprises 

graded beds of greywackes, siltstones, and well-cleaved green 

argillites. The beds are up to 10 ft. thick and maintain a 

uniform thickness along strike for scores of feet. The proportion 

of greywackes in the graded beds reaches a maximum of about 60% 

in the middle part of the formation and then decreases in the 

overlying beds decreasing upward. 

The upper part of the formation includ~~ graded beds 

of greywackes, siltstones, and purple argillites. These 

greywackes are darker in colour and finer in grain size than 

those in the lower part of the formation. The purple colour in 

the argillites is probably due to a change in the environment 

during sedimentation of these rocks (see page l 34 ) . 
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Several bedding features occur on top as well as on 

bottom surfaces of the graded units. They locally include 

ripple marks and organic markings on the top of the beds and sole 

markings on the undersurfaces of the graded units. The contacts 

of successive graded beds are, however, well defined. Sharpness 

of a contact can be seen even in a thin section (Fig. 2-7). 

Nine specimens of the Cape Cove greywackes were examined 

in thin section. In these specimens detrital . quartz forms 22 

to 38 per cent of the rock (Table II). Quartz grains are chiefly 

subangular to subrounded. Feldspar grains are similar in shape 

to the quartz but in general are smaller. The feldspar is 

sadie plagioclase; in part untwinned. Many plagioclase grains 

are sericitic or cloudy; others are clear and show no signs of 

alteration. Rock ~ragments consist of chert, rhyolite, micrograni1 

and basic volcanic rocks (Figs. 2-4, 2-5, and 2-6). The 

groundmass generally comprises 40 to 55 per cent of the rock, 

and is composed of chlorite, biotite, sphene, epidote, leucoxene, 

pyrite, and very rarely apatite. 

Mineral constituents of the siltstones and argillites, 

as determined from X-Ray diffraction, are quartz, feldspar, 

chlorite, and sericite. The rock fragments are absent as they 

break into individual minerals. Also, finer grained rocks 

have a higher proportion of opaque minerals. 
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TABLE II 

VOLUME PERCENTAGE OF GREYWACKE CONSTITUENTS 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Sp. No. Quartz grains Fe1spar grains Rock Frag. G.M. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------

PP-5 26.59 2.84 25.86 43.06 

LP-2 25.00 4.20 6.60 64.00 

SB-1 33.00 2.20 19.60 44.00 

HBP-7B 27.50 2.80 18.30 51.50 

MLB-50 38.50 4.50 15.50 41.50 

MLB-60 29.50 4.60 18.80 49.50 

MHW-6 22.70 5.50 18.00 54.00 

PP-16 28.20 7.60 20.50 44.00 

MCC-21 31.80 8.40 9.50 50.00 

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Rock Frag. = Rock Fragments 

G.M. Ground mass 
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RELATION TO UNDERLYING AND OVERLYING ROCKS: 

The boundaries of the formation are gradational. A 

transition zone of about 400 ft. thickness separates the Cape 

cove Formation rrom the overlyin~ St. John's Formation. This 

zone can be separated in the detailed mapping (Plates 2-1,2-4). 

The Cape Cove Formation is distinguished rrom the 

underlying Freshwater Point Formation on the basis of colour, 

cleavage, and greywacke percentage. It is distinguished from the 

overlying St. John's Formation on more or less the same criteria 

but with more emphasis on colour or the rock, in definin~ the 

upper boundary. 

AGE AND CORRF.LATION 

The oldest rocks in the Avalon Peninsula or Newfoundland 

are those of the Harbour Main Group (Rose, 1952, Hutchinson, 1953, 

McCartney, 1967, Brueckner, 1968) which is intruded by the 

Holyrood granites. Erosion of these volcanic ano igneous rocks 

supplied most of the material for the unconformably overlying • 

sedimentary rocks that constitute the Conception Group. 

In the map-area, the conception Group arid the overlying 

St. John's Formation comprise a continuous conformable succession 

about 8000 ft. thick with the base unexpose~. In the Torbay 

map-area the Conception Group was found to overlie the Harbour 

Main volcanic rocks unconrorrnably an~ to underlie the St. John's 

Formation of the Cabot Group disconrormably (~ose, 1952). In 

the Harbour Grace (Hutchinson, 1953) and Whitbourne (~cCartney, 

1967) map-areas of the Avalon Peninsula, the Conception Group 

is unconformably underlain by the Harbour ~ain Group and Holyroo~ 
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Granite an~ conformably overlain by the Carbonear Formation of 

the Hodgewater Group. The Hodgewater Group comprisjnq a thickness 

of about 10,000 feet, except for the Random Formation, forms the 

top of the Precambrian sequence in the Harbour Grace area 

(Hutchinson, 1953). Similarly the Cabot Group is also reaarrle~ 

Precambrian in age (Rose, 1952). Thus the Conception Group is 

underlain as well as overlain by the rocks that are believed to 

be Precambrian in age. 

The age of the Conception Group is not precisely known. 

The age of the underlying Harbour ~ain Group, as determine~ ~rom 

isochron age determinations, is 568 + 29 m.y. (Fairbairn et. al., 

1966). However, the contact relation between the two aroups is 

uncertain. It is possible that the lower part of the Conception 

Group is partly synchronous with the Harbour ~ain Group (Anderson 

and Misra, 1968). Also, the age of the Holyrooo Granite which 

intrudes the Harbour Main and Conception Groups, is 574 + 11 m.y., 

and the me~n isochron age for base of the Cambrian in the Atlantic 

Provinces of Cana~a is 500 + 40 m.y. (Fairbairn, et.al., 1966). 

Thus the aqe considerations of the un~erlyin~ and the intruding 

rocks together with the stratigraphic position suggest a 

Precambrian aae of the r.onccption Group. 

New evidence for the age of the rocks may eventually come 

from the fossils of the animals that live~ in the Conception 

Sea. However, it is difficult to make any assessment at this 

stage as their evolutionary history is not understood clearly. 



The COnception Group, however, is believed on the basis of these 

fossils to be of very late Precambrian age by Glaessner (1968, 

personal communication) . 

Lateral variations within the COnception Group in 

the map-area make it difficult to correlate individual 

formations with lithologic divisions in other areas. However, 

the upper part of the Cape Cove Formation, because of its 

distinctive purple colour, can probably be correlated with the 

Hibbs Hole Formation of the Whitbourne map area. * The Conception 

Group as a whole was correlated with the Connecting Point 

Group (Jennes, 1963, McCartney, 1967). 

CABOT GROUP 

The Cabot Group defined outside the map-area to the 

north (Rose, 1952) includes three conformable sedimentary formatior 

which in chronological order are the St. John's, Signal Hill 

and Blackhead Formations. Only beds of the lower part of the groui 

belonging to the St. John's Formation are exposed in the map-area. 

St. - John's Format~on 

NAME: 

The formation was named "St. John's slate" by Juke (1843) 

"Aspidella slates" by Murray and Howley (1881), and "Momable 

slates" by Walcott (1899). The name "St. John's Formation" was 

proposed by Rose (1952) for the sequence overlying the Conception 

Group and underlying the Signal Hill Formation of his Cabot 

Group. 

* Hutchinson (1953) and McCartney (1967) recognized one formal 
sub-division in the Conception Group, the Hibbs Hole Formation, 
which they tentatively correlated with the Torbay slate. 
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DISTRIBUTION AND THICKNESS: 

The St. John's Formation in the map area consists of a 

sequence of well cleaved dark to light grey shales that 

overlies the Cape Cove Formation. There are two coastal 

exposures, the first from Cape Race to Single Head, and the 

second from Biscay Bay to Portugal Cove South. The second exposure 

continues westward to the adjoining Trepassey area. Apart from 

these coastal exposures the formation is found in several 

outcrops along Back river and also along other unnamed brooks 

near Cape Race. 

An estimated thickness of that part of the formation exposed 

in the area is about 1100 ft. 

LITHOLOGY: 

The basal part of the St. John's Formation consists of grey, 

well cleaved, thin bedded shales intercalated with sandstone lamina 

(Fig. 2-10). In this part of the formation and also in the 

transition zone immediately below, one commonly finds well 

developed crystals of pyrite in the sandstone beds. Disseminated 

pyrite is ubiquitous. 

Near Shingle Head (Plate 2-2), the basal part of the 

St. John's Formation includes a layer of volcanic tuff of about 

2 ft. thickness. The rock consists of quartz, plagioclase, calcitE 

sericite, etc. with a tuffaceous texture portrayed by shards,volcaJ 

fragments®atrix, and subhedral grains of felspar etc. The shards 

are clear and plentiful (Fig. 2-9). This is the first record of 

volcanism in the St. John's Formation. 
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The main part of the formation is predominantly thin 

bedded, grey shales, with intercalated sandy streaks. Fracture 

cleavage is very pronounced and obscures bedding in some places. 

In other places, the relation between cleavage and bedding is 

distinct (Fig. 2-11). The weathered surfaces are masked by rust 

derived from weathering of pyrite, which is common in the 

St. John's Formation. 

Near Cape Race and also at Portugal Cove Point, the 

formation includes dense, dark grey, calcareous layers of 2-3" 

thickness, some of which in thin section exhibit cone-in-cone 

structure (Fig. 2-8). In the same association one finds calcareous 

cherty, and sandstone nodules locally showing a concentric 

internal structure caused by slumping. Well developed slump 

structures and associated features are found throughout the 

formation. 

The rocks are commonly composed of quartz, felspar, mica, 

chlorite, and pyrite. Quartz grains in some calcreous sandstones 

gradually merge withcalcite, indicating an incomplete replacement 

of one mineral by the other. Furthermore, some of the fine grained 

calcareous sandstones exhibit a patchy extinction caused by 

partial replacement of quartz by calcite, which must have taken 

place during or after diagenesis of the rocks, as most of the 

quartz grains are detrital in origin. 
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The accessory minerals are normally the same as in the 

Conception argillites, except that pyrite is more common, and 

calcite more frequent. The results obtained from X-Ray 

diffraction of the shales reveal that clay minerals are absent. 

RELATION TO UNDERLYING AND OVERLYING ROCKS: 

The lower boundary of the formation is gradational and 

the upper boundary is not exposed. Howeve~ in the Torbay 

map-area the formation is conformably overlain by the 

(Precambrian) Signal Hill Formation (Rose, 1952). 
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Fig. 2-2 

Photograph showing southerly dipping beds of 

the Drook Formation west of Drook Point. Note the 

bedding, joints and the pattern of weathering in the 

cherts. 

Fig. 2-3 

Photograph showing ripple marked~jointed and 

fractured surface of the purple argillites that contain 

fossil impressions near Mistaken Point. 

see Plate 2-2. 

For location 



Fig. 2-2 

Fig. 2-3 
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Fig. 2-4 

Photomicrograph of Cape Cove greywacke 

showing quartz grains and rock fragments. Note the 

bimodal texture of the rock and undulatory extinction 

of the quartz grains. X32 (approx) under crossed 

nicols. 

Fig. 2-5 

Ehotomicrograph of Cape Cove greywacke showing 

altered rock fragments with their outline diffused with 

the groundmass producing thereby an indistinct or 

fuzzy texture. X32 (approx) under crossed nicols. 
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Fig. 2-4 

Fig. 2-5 
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Fig. 2-6 

Photomicrograph showing basic voJ.canic rock 

fragment in the Cape Cove greywacke. X32 (approx), under 

crossed nicols. 

Fig. 2-7 

Photomicrograph showing a sharp contact 

between two consecutive graded beds of the Cape Cove 

Formation. Note the dark grains of pyrite in the 

argillite. X32 (approx) under crossed nicols. 
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Fig. 2-6 

Fig. 2-7 
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Fig. 2-8 

Photomicrograph of a thin calcareous layer 

showing cone-in-cone structure. Note the cleavage 

in calcite. X32 (approx) under crossed nicols. 

Fig. 2-9 

Photomicrograph of volcanic tuff of the 

St. John's Formation showing devitrified glass 

(shards) . X32 (approx) under crossed nicols. 
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Fig. 2-9 
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Fig. 2-10 

Well-cleaved shales with interbedded sand

stone laminae in the basal part of the St. John's 

Formation near Cape Race. 

Fig. 2-11 

Well cleaved St. John's shales with intercalated 

sandy streaks. 

and bedding. 

Note the relation between cleavage 
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Fig. 2-10 

F~g. 2-11 
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CHAPTER III 

PRIMARY SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES 

Primary sedimentary structures are exhibited by all 

formations in ~he map-area and include external and internal 

forms of bedding, organic and inorganic markings on top and 

under surfaces of the beds, and penecontemporaneous deformations. 

The distribution of primary structures in various lithologic 

units is controlled by lithology, conditions of deposition, and 

the transporting agencies that brought the sediments to the 

basin. 

A genetic classification of primary sedimentary 

features is not feasible but they can be classified d~scriptively 

according to the following scheme {based on Fatter and Pettijohn, 

1964' p3): 

CLASSIFICATION OF SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES 

Group 

Bedding: external 
form 

Bedding: internal 
organization and 
structure 

Bedding: plane 
markings and 
irregularities 

Class 

Class A 

Class B 

Class A 
Class B 

Class C 

Class A 
Class B 

Class C 

Sedimentary features 

1. Bedding equal or sub-equal in 
thickness. 

2. Beds laterally uniform in 
thickness. 

3. Beds continuous. 
1. Beds unequal in thickness. 
2. Beds continuous. 

1. Massive 
1. Laminated: 

1. Graded 

{a) Horizontal 
lamination 

{b) Cross lamination. 

1. On base of the beds: sole marks. 
1. Within the bed: concretions, 

cone-in-cone, nodules etc. 
1. On top of the beds: ripple marks 



Bedding: deformed 
by penecontempo
raneous processes 

Class A 
Class B 
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1. Founder and load structures. 
1. Slump structures: folds, faults, 

pseudonodules, discoidal pyrite 
etc. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
BEDDING EXTERNAL FORM 

All rocks in the area are stratified as evidenced by 

colour, texture, dimensions of particles and composition. In 

some instances, stratification is made more obvious by jointing 

that separates the rocks into joint sheets which parallel the 

bedding planes. 

The beds in the Drook Formation are 1 to 2 inches 

thick and show distinct colours (Fig. 3-8) which contrast 

sharply against one another. The thickness of beds increases 

gradually upward in the sequence and reaches a maximum of about 

9 ft. in the middle part of the Cape Cove Formation. A decrease 

in thickness of the beds starts after they reach this maximum 

and continues until the ~ds reduce to the thickness of a 

lamina (Fig. 3-1) or even a streak (Fig. 3-2) in the St. JOhn's 

Formation. 

Most of the beds are laterally uniform in thickness 

and are continuous throughout the exposures which in some cases 

stretch as far as 500 ft. In other words, most of the beds in 

the map area belong to the Class A of the group but some, 

especially those deposited during increasing or decreasing intensity 

of turbidity currents, belong to the Class B. 
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The lower and upper contacts of the beds and laminae, 

either graded (Fig. 3-7) or ungraded (Fig. 3-8), are generally 

sharp, though locally marked with irregularities, especially 

on the under surfaces of the beds in the Cape Cove Formation. 

A structure caused by disruption of a sand layer is locally seen 

in the sandstone beds in the Freshwater Point Formation (Fig. 3-4). 

BEDDING INTERNAL ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE 

Massive 

Rocks of the Drook Formation (Fig. 2-2) and of the 

Freshwater Point Formation, in some exposures, exhibit a massive 

appearance. However, a closer view of the rocks reveals that 

they are characterized by bedding planes, either as colour bands 

or as graded units. Some of the argillites in thin section 

show a poorly developed alignment of flaky minerals almost 

parallel to the bedding planes except where they are parallel to 

the foreset part of the cross stratification. However, it is 

difficult to confirm their primary nature as most of the rocks 

are highly altered. 

Laminated 

HORIZONTAL LAMINATION: 

Horizontal lamination is exhibited by most rocks in 

the Conception Group and the St. John's Formation. Each bed or 

lamina represents a depositional unit laid down in most cases 

by turbidity currents, and manifests itself by the colour, grain 

size, and/or bedding plane markings. 
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Some of the shales and siltstones of the St. John's 

Formation in thin section exhibit horizontal lamination 

demonstrated by arrangement of minerals, with heavy minerals 

arranged in a row (Fig. 3~9) along the bottom of the laminae 

which are locally deformed by Che weight of overlying. sediments 

(Fig. 3-10). The internal organization of silty shales in the 
. 

St. John's Formation is well defined but in argillites of the 

Conception Group it is indistinct. 

CROSS STRATIFICATION: 

Cross bedding occurs as small-scale cross stratified 

units in the St. John's Formation and also in the underlying 

transition zone between the Conception and the Cabot Groups. 

Cross stratification found in these rocks is believed to have 

been formed by traction currents when the turbidity currents 

had become weak. However, in the outcrops of the transition 

zone, cross bedded units alternate with shales and graded units, 

suggesting that turbidity currents were still in operation. 

Most common types of cross stratification are solitary 

sets and co-sets (Allen, 1963) forming current ripple lamination 

in some instances. An important aspect of the cross stratification 

in this area is the thickness of individual sets (Fig. 3-5) 

and co-sets (Fig 3-6) which are hardly more than Scm. thick. 

The angle of inclination of foreset beds varies from 
~ . 

20-35 1n most cases. Measurement of dip direction of foreset 

laminae in the two coastal exposures of the St. John's Formation, 

along eastern coast of Biscay Bay and near Cripple Rock Point, 
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indicate that the structures were formed by a north to south 

current system. Scattered measurements from the entire area 

suggest that such an orientation is general. 

Ten readings of current direction from cross bedding 

in the St. John's Formation are plotted on a palaeocurrent map 

(Plate 3-1) without correction of tilt of the beds. The tilt, 

however, is low and the general direction of movement from the 

cross stratification is in agreement with directionsobtained from 

sole marking and slumping. 

Graded Bedding 

Graded bedding is portrayed in all the three exposures 

of the Cape Cove Formation (Plates 2-1, 2-2, 2-3) but is best 

developed in the outcrops near Briscal Cove river. It occurs also 

in some horizons of the Freshwater Point Formation. Graded bedding 

was caused by settling of suspended sediments which settled in 

accordance with dimensions, specific gravities, and shapes. Settling 

of the sediments must have taken place during the interval between 

two consecutive turbidity currents. 

Grading in the sediments is evident by a colour change 

from light grey to green or purple, that reflects a change in grain 

size. Graded beds in the turbidite sequence of the Cape Cove 

Formation vary in thickness from 3 to 9 ft. in most places and 

consist of greywackes at the bottom grading upward through siltstone 

into argillites. The finer upper part of each graded bed ends 

abruptly against the coarse base of the next overlying layer (Fig.3-7 

Although graded bedding and cross bedding are mutually 
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exclusive, there are some beds in the basal part of the St. John's 

Formation near Portugal Cove bridge that exhibit graded bedding 

in the lower part and small scale cross bedding with convolute 

bedding in the upper part. 

BEDDING PLANE MARKINGS AND IRREGULARIES 

On Base of Beds 

SOLE MARKS: 

Sole marks are restricted to the greywackes of the Cape 

Cove Formation. They include flute casts (Fig. 3-11), load casts, 

and groove casts (prod marks) which are mutually exclusive in 

this area. These structures are better developed in coarser greY

wackes than in medium or fine grained ones. 

Flute casts (Fig. 3-12) up to 6'' in length were seen on 

the soles of 3-9 ft. thick graded beds along the coast-line between 

Mistaken Point and Briscal Cove river. The long axes of the flute 

casts are parallel to the average current direction which can be 

confirmed by other means such as cross stratification, slumping, 

and prod markings. One end of the structures ends more abruptly 

against the sole face, usually flaring out with a dextral bend. 

The end that merges gradually into the sole surface normally marks 

the down current direction. 

Some bulbous irregularities on the under side of the 

greywackes were seen between Freshwater Point and Briscal Cove 

river. The structures, up to 1' in diameter and 3" in height above 

the sole surface, are different from flute casts in their much 

greater irregularity of form and absence of distinct currenttrends. 

The structures canbe classified as load casts that were, presumably, 

formed at an early stage of deposition. The structures consist 

of the material which is coarser or at least as coarse as the 
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base of the bed in which they occur. 

At Long Point, the soles of graded beds are marked 

with well defined grooves and ridges that taper in a S3QOE. 

direction. A few fade out in the same direction. These features, 

although constituting grooves and ridges, are not continuous 

throughout the entire length of the exposed surface and are 

probably prod marks (Potter and Pettijohn, 1963, pl22). 

Within the Bed or Bedding Planes 

The structures included under this heading have 

probably more than one mode of origin and some of them, especially 

concretionary structures, were excluded from sedimentary features 

by Potter and Pettijohn (1964). The structures such as cone-in-

cone1 s~~tlites, concretions etc. were, probably, formed after 

deposition and during consolidation of the sediments. Sandstone 

lenses and ellipsoidal nodules are also represented and formed 

during the actual process of sedimentation. 

CONCRETIONS: 

Two types of concretions occur in the rocks of the Drook 

Formation. One of them consists of concretionary siltstone blocks 

(Fig. 3-14) of red colour and about 2 ft. maxium diameter. The 

other type is ellipsoidal nodules composed of calcareous sandstone, 

found on both sides of Freshwater Bay. 

The ellipsoidal nodules have a consistently flatter bottom 

side resting in a shallow depression; the curvature of the top side 

is distinctly convex upward (Fig. 3-13). Although the nodules are 

also slightly convex downward, most of their mass lies above the 

general surface of the bedding on which they lie. The colour bands 

in the cherts are bent below the ellipsoidal nodules suggesting 

a relative competence of the nodules over the cherts at the time 

of their formation. 
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CONE-IN-CONE: 

Cone-in-cone structures were noted in the St. John's 

Formation where they consist of a nest of concentric cones 

arranged at right angles to the bedding surface, and ranging 

in height up to about 3 mm. The structures are distinct only 

in thin section (Fig. 2-8) and are hard to identify with the 

unaided eye, and as such they may be termed as micro-cones. The 

calcareous layers containing cone-in-cone structures are mostly 

less than 2" in thickness and are interbedded with shales in 

the St. John's Formation. 

The structures were probably caused by pressure due 

to the weight of the overlying sediments. Pressure is also 

evidenced by bending in some associated thin sedimentary layers. 

Stylolytes accompanying cone-in-cone structures are also the 

result of this pressure. 

On Top of the Beds 

At some places near Drook the top surfaces of the 

chert beds in the lower part of the Conception Group contain 

current formed megaripples that measure 2-3 ft. from crest to 

crest. It is difficult to determine the direction of currents 

as the amplitude of ripples is low and the exposed surface has been 

worn down by wave action. Nevertheless, some instances indicate 

a southward moving current. The ripple marked surfaces in some 

instances are cracked along the crest of the ripple but no 

evidence of a diastrophic origin for the undulations is seen. 
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A second type of irregularity found on the top of the 

beds is due to impressions made by organisms living in the Conception 

Sea during the period of sedimentation (Fig. 2-3). No other 

organic markings like trails, burrows, etc. were seen. 

BEDDING DEFORMED BY PENECONTEMPORANEOUS PROCESSES 

Foundering or Thixotropy 

At several places in the map area there are within 

the St. John's Formation, calcareous (Fig. 3-30), and cherty 

nodules formed possibly by agitation or triggering of a partly 

lithified thin layer. The nodules are generally sub-rounded in 

shape, locally stretched and elongate, and occur invariably 

along the strike. of the beds. These deformations do not involve 

lateral movement of the material and are generally confined 

to a single layer underlain and overlain by undeformed beds. 

Kuenen (1959) produced pseudonodules experimentally by a process 

involving the foundering of sands interbedded with shales and he 

concluded that an earthquake might be the triggering mechanism. 

A similar deformation of a thin chert layer near Drook 

resulted in randomly arranged, locally folded, elongate fragments 

(Fig. 3-15), which are in some cases coated with a thin whitish 

material. The Freshwater Point argillites yield ellipsoidal 

and irregular fragments (Fig. 3-16). It seems unlikely that 

an unconsolidated layer could be broken into fragments, such 

a layer would yield by disintegration and flowage during slumping. 

On the other hand if sediments were consolidated they could 
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not be expected to fold. The sediments were, probably, 

in a semi-lithified state. 

Slump Structures 

Slumping in the map-area is mostly confined to the 

St. John's Formation within which structures of various sizes 

have been produced as a result of contortion of the beds. The 

structures are governed, among other things, by the relative 

competence of the two lithologies in juxtaposition at the time 

of slumping. Cherts, clayey sediments, shales and calcareous 

sandstones form better developed slump structures than silty 

argillites and graded sandstones which are almost devoid of 

these features. 

SLUMP FOLDS: 

The most common feature produced by slumping is 

folds of all dimensions, most asymmetrical, locally overturned, 

and varying in form from simple asymmetrical anticlines to 

recumbent and nappe-like folds (Fig. 3-17). In general, slump 

folds are most prominent and are largest immediately above the 

basal part of the St. John's Formation. Some of the folds near 

Fisher's Point have their axial planes almost vertical (Fig. 3-18) 

and affect about 50 1 of strata. 

Thin layers of calcareous clay and sandstone in the 

St. John's Formation near Fishers Point and at Shingle Head 

are more intensely contorted than siltstone and shale interbeds 

which appear to have acted as relatively competent beds. 
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The layers of clayey material before they were contorted 

were folded such that the shaly material was sandwiched 

between a clay layer and the composite set was then contorted 

to give rise to the folds that can be seen in the vertical 

.section at Shingle Head (Fig. 3-17) and in a horizontal section 

near Fishers Point (Fig. 3-18). Some parts of the calcareous 

sandstone layers have become thicker than the other parts 

(Fig. 3-18). These sand tumours are the result of sediment 

accumulation during slumping. 

Intercalated sandstone laminae and sandy streaks in 

the St. John's Formation accentuate the slump folds (Fig. 3-19) 

and faults (Fig. 3-20); the structures are also more obvious 

on weathered surfaces (Figs. 3-21, 3-22) than on fresh surfaces, 

probably because of small-scale differential weathering. 

The axes of slump folds near Portugal Cove Point trend 

N40oW which is at right angles to the axial trend of tectonic 

folds. In most other cases the axial trends of slump folds 

are variable. The localization of the slump folds between 

undisturbed strata clearly indicates their primary origin. 

(Figs. 3-23, 3-24). Structural arrangements in the slump 

zones are usually complex with normal and reverse structures 

being present in the same bed within short distances. Some 

features (Fig. 3-25) bear striking resemblence to drag folds but 

do not conform with the tectonic deformational pattern in the area. 
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SANDSTONE CYLINDER: 

On the western coast of Biscay Bay, a sandstone layer of 

about 1' thickness has rolled in a cylindrical form (Fig. 3-26). 

The axis of the cylinder trends N30oE. which is parallel to the 

strike of the beds, and its axial plane is inclined opposite to the 

direction of dip of the beds. The cylinder was possibly formed 

during slump folding, although by a mechanism involving sliding 

and rolling of the sediments. 

SLUMP NODULES AND RELATED FEATURES: 

Slump nodules are found at several horizons in the St. 

John's Formation and are seen at Shingle Head, Cripple Rock Point 

and Fishers Point. They are generally of two types: first the 

nodules that are smooth on their outer surface and exhibit a 

concentric or spiral internal structure (Figs. 3-27, 3-28), second 

the nodules that have an outer rim of material which is different 

from the nodule itself (Fig. 3-29). The nodules were formed during 

slumping and are believed to be the result of rolling of the 

sediments. 

Slumping has produced a few more features worth recording, 

notably hooks and sand clottings with or without a nucleus of 

pyrite, found in the St. John's Formation along bedding planes 

at almost regular intervals. The sand clottings were probably 

formed by slump disturbances in thin sandstone layers, resulting 

in the aCcumulation of material around a nucleus. The upper 

surface of such accumulations is regular but the lower surface 

rolled backwards, forming a hook like structure. 
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A similar process has resulted in the formation of 

discoidal pyrite with the pyrite discs placed almost equidistant 

along bedding planes that contain them. The discs are rimmed, 

especially on their upper surfaces with a coating of fibrous calcite 

that resembles aragonite. The pyrite was probably initially 

arranged in spherical patterns in the soft state, that were 

pressed in the form of discs by the overlying sediments. The 

origin of the calcite is uncertain. 

Discussion 

In the analysis of slumping in the Biscay Bay - Cape 

Race area, three main aspects can be considered: first the cause 

of slumping, second the time, and third their use in strati

graphic correlation. The following are envisaged as some of 

the causes of slumping in the area. 

l. An increase in gradient of the depositional basin after 

accumulation of the sediments that constitute the 

Conception Group. 

2. Volcanism and presumably earthquakes that functioned as 

an outside impulse. 

3. Weight of the overlying sediments. 

4. Epeirogenic movements after accumulation of a great thick

ness of sediments. 

5. Deposition' ·Of finer sediments during sedimentation of the 

St. John's formation, especiallyrnlcerous layers that 

were contorted more easily, and moved more swiftly. 
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The time of slumping appears to be easier to interpret. 

Relative abundance of slump features in various stratigraphic 

horizons suggests that mass scale slumping and sliding did not 

take place until deposition of the Conception Group was over, 

because the group in most parts does not contain ~hese features. 

In case of the~umped horizons overlain and underlain by undistrubed 

beds, (Fig. 3-24), slumping took place ~ubsequent to the deposition 

of the underlying bed and prior to the deposition of the 

overlying bed. 

Slump deformations in the area serve a useful purpose in 

correlation and are especially significant in the absence of 

marker horizons. A precise stratigraphic correlation of the 

rocks of the St. John's Formation exposed near Shingle Head and 

those at Fishers Point is feasible on the basis of slump 

structures included in them (Fig. 3-17, 3-18). The slump zones 

at both places measure a thickness of about 50' and the type of 

lithology and the nature of slump folds is distinctive. 
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Fig. 3-1 

Laminated shales and sandstones in the St. John's 

Formation. Thin, light coloured layers show cross bedding 

which is not very distinct in the photograph. 

Fig. 3-2 

Photograph showing St. John's shales with interca

lated (white) sandy streaks. 
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Fig. 3-1 

Fig. 3-2 
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Fig. 3-3 

Photograph showing siliceous argillites (dark) 

with interbedded sandstones (light) in the Freshwater Point 

Formation. The irregular thin sandstone layer (as shown by 

the arrow) is possibly the result of load-casting. The rocks 

also exhibit differential weathering with the argillites 

forming ridges and the sandstones forming the grooves. 

Fig. 3-4 

Photograph of the structure formed by disruption 

(pull apart) of a sandstone layer (light coloured) and sinking 

of argillites (grey in photograph) in the space between two 

broken parts of the layer. 
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Fig. 3-3 

Fig. 3-4 
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Fig. 3-5 

Single cross stratified unit underlain and 

overlain by shal~ s in the basal part of the St. John's 

Formation. 

Fig. 3-6 
-' 

Photog~aph showing cross stratified double set 

(coset) in the s ~ndstone laminae in the st. John's Formation. 
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Fig. 3-5 

Fig. 3-6 
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Fig. 3-7 

Sharp contact between two graded units in the 

Cape Cove Formation. 

Fig. 3-8 

Detail of bedding in the Drook cherts. 
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Fig. 3-7 

Fig. 3-8 



Fig. 3-9 

Photomicrograph showing internal organization in 

silty shales in the St. John's Formation. Pyrite grains 

(dark) are arranged along the bedding planes. x32(approx.) 

under crossed nicols. 

Fig. 3-10 

Photomicrograph exhibiting a siltstone layer in the 

St. John's Formation deformed by the load of the overlying 

sediments. Pyrite grains (dark in photograph) are seen in 

the siltstone as well as in the shale. X32 (approx) under 

crossed nicols. 
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Fig. 3-9 

Fig. 3-10 
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Fig. 3-11 

Sole marks on the under surface of a graded bed 

in the Cape Cove Formation. 

• 

Fig. 3-12 

Flute casts in the greywackes of the Cape Cove 

Formation. 
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Fig. 3-ll 

Fig. 3-12 
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Fig. 3-13 

Ellipsoidal calcareous sandstone nodules in banded 

cherts of the Drook Formation. The greater part of each 

nodule lies above the general surface of the underlying bed. 

Fig. 3-14 

Photograph showing concretionary blocks of red 

siltstone found in the Drook cherts near Drook Point. 
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Fig. 3-13 

Fig. 3-14 
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Fig. 3-15 

Elongate fragments of chert produced as a result 

of foundering (thixotropic deformation) in the Drook 

Formation. Some fragments are bent and rimmed with silty 

material (whitish in the photograph). 

Fig. 3-16 

Photograph exhibiting fragments produced as result 

of foundering in the siliceous argillites of the Freshwater 

Point Formation. 
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Fig. 3-1~3 

Fig. 3-16 
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Fig. 3-17 

Recumbent and overturned slump folding in the 

St. John's Formation near Shingle Head. 

Fig. 3-18 

Photograph exhibiting slump folds near Fishers 

Point. Axes of the slump folds are almost vertical and sand 

tumors (left bottom) are formed due to accumulation of 

sediments during slumping. 
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Fig. 3-17 

Fig. 3-18 
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Fig. 3-19 

Slump folding in the St. John's Formation near 

Cape Race. Folding is emphasised by sandy streaks found in 

the formation. 

Fig. 3-20 

Slump folding and faulting in the St. John's 

Formation near Cripple Cove. The hammer is placed on the 

plane of the slump fault. 
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Fig. 3-19 

Fig. 3-20 
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Fig. 3-21 

Slump folding as seen on the weathered surface 

of shale beds in the St. John's Formation near Cape Race. 

The structures are 1ess apparent on the fresh surface of the 

shales. 

Fig. 3-22 

Small-scale slump structures seen on the weathered 

surface of the shales in the St. John's Formation. The 

structures include slump folds and faults. 
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Fig. 3-21 
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Fig. 3-22 
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Fig. 3-23 

Small-scale slump structures in calcareous 

sandstones of the St. JohnJs Formation. 

Fig. 3-24 

Large scale recumbent slump folds in the St. John's 

Formation, Biscay Bay. 

the folded horizon. 

Note undisturbed beds above and below 
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Fig. 3-23 

Fig. 3-24 
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Fig. 3-25 

Photograph showing~ump fold in the St. John's 

Formation near Fishers Point. The structur~ resembles a 

major drag fold but is improperly orientated for tectonic 

origin. 

Fig. 3-26 

Photograph exhibiting a vertical cross section of 

a slump cylinder in the St. John's-Formation, Biscay Bay. Note 

the relation between dip of the beds, inclination of the cylinder 

and the cleavage. (See Pag~ 
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Fig. 3-25 

Fig. 3-26 
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~ig. 3-27 

Photograph of a pseudo-nodule in the St. John's 

~ormation at Fishers Point, showing concentric structure 

?reduced by slumping. The nodule is found in the vicinity 

)f the clayey beds (Fig. 3-18). 

'ig. 3-28 

Internal structure of a pseudo-nodule of shale~ 

n the St. John's Formation near Cripple Cove. The nodule 

·as tightly sitting in a subrounded hole as the material 

rom the peripheral part of the nodule was washed out. 
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Fig. 3-27 

,. -f:" 

Fig. 3-28 
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Fig. 3-29 

Photograph showing a nodule of shale that is in the 

St . Johnts Formation, Shingle Head~ rimmed with a thin clayey 
layer. 

Fig. 3-30 

Photograph shows numerous nodules (dark spots in 

the left part of the photograph) formed as result of shattering 

of a thin calcareous layer in the St. John's Formation near 

Portugal Cove Point. 
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Fig. 3-29 

Fig. 3-30 
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CHAPTER IV 

SECONDARY STRUCTURES 

The youngest rocks of the area belonging to the St. Joh1 

Formation are exposed on either side of the Conception Group, 

at Cape Race to the east, and in Biscay Bay to the west. The 

distribution of the rock types thus indicates that the map-area 

constitut~a major anticlinorium with its axis trending northeast 

and passing through Freshwater Bay. The axis of regional folding 

is not directly measurable. The poles of one hundred and seventy 

readings of dip and strike were plotted on a stereo net to obtain 

a )4rdiagram (Fig. 4-1). The attitude of regional folding, as 

determined from this diagram is N32°E and the axis plunges lao 

towards the SW. The counterpart of the anticlinorium to the west 

is a synclinorium with its axis passing through Cape Mutton 

near Biscay Bay. Such large scale structures are suspected, 

on the basis of the distribution of rock types, throughout 

the southe~part .of the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland. 

The bed rock of the area comprises a distinctly layered 

sequence of sedimentary rocks in which top and bottom determinatic 

can be made on the basis of graded bedding, cross stratification, 

and ripple marks etc. The rocks maintain a remarkably uniform 

northeasterly strike for several miles but swing to the northwest 

in the western part of the area. This setting of the rocks and 

the change in strike indicates that the regional structure closes 

beneath the water in Port~gal Cove. 
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Most of the structures in the area may have been tl 

result of folding and it is possible that the map-area belonc 

to the eastern part of a two sided Appalachian system (Willia 

1964). Most structures are re1ated in origin and the structu 

pattern in the Conception Group and the St. John's Formation 

is the same. Closely spaced fracture cleavage constitutes ax 

plane cleavage which developed during folding. Some of the 

faults are sub-parallel to the axial planes of folds; a commor 

origin of these faults and folds is, therefore, suggested. 

However, some faults which cut folded rocks are younger 

that the folds. 

Although outcrops along the coast-line are 

almost continuous, exposures inland are sparce except along 

a few stream courses where the overburden has been removed 

and the bed rock exposed. This scarcity of outcrops and 

marker horizons greatly hinders the tracing of structural 

features inland. The geological maps accompanying the 

dissertation are designed to show a general distribution and 

relationships of rock types in the area. Most structural 

features are extrapolated from the coast-line inland, and 

the structural sections that might be constructed from the 

data now available would be of limited value. 
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Folds 

Folds are unevenly distributed throughout ~he area with 

intervening parts unfolded or gently warped. Most of them are 

parallel or concentric with individual beds showing a uniform 

thickness. The axial planes of the folds are essentially 

vertical and the plunge angles are low. 

The type of folds that occurs within a particular 

sequence of rocks depends to considerable extent on the cohesiveness, 

competence, and thickness of the successive layers (Whitten, 1966,. 

p.l33). Thus the hard siliceous argillites of the Drook and the 

Freshwater Point Formations are characterized by northeast 

trending broad open folds wheras the younger part of the 

sequence is tightly folded. 

The most prominent of all the minor folds is the Drook 

anticline which occupies the core of the anticlinorium and 

exposes an almost complete section of the Drook Formation along 

both sides of Freshwater Bay. The anticline plunges southeast 

0 at about 20 and trends along the western side of the bay at 

Drook. The altitude of the axial plane is not directly measurable 

but structural consideratioris suggest that the plane is almost 

vertical; however it is possible that the plane is inclined 

eastwards. Unfortunately the crestal part of the fold has been 

eroded away and no\v forms a valley so that it is not possible 

to decide from the meagre evidence available which is the 

correct explanation. 



In the rocks of the Cape Cove Formation near Pond Point, 

the folds include an anticline and a syncline (Fig. 4-2) with 

the axis of both running N55°E. and plunging 400 to the SW. The 

limbs of the folds are inclined at angles of 650-?oO and comprise 

a thickness of about 500 ft. Where the deformed rocks of the 

axial zone are exposed at the shoreline, it is irregular and 

steep. 

An anticline-syncline pair and other smaller folds are 

exposed in the rocks of the St. John's Formation near Big John's 

Point. The fold axes trend northeast with the limbs inclined at 

250 -3oo. At several localities along the coast, slickensides are 

preserved on calcite films or calcite layers between the bedding 

surfaces. They are mainly at right angles to the fold axes 

although some slickensides lie approximately perpendicular to 

this direction, indicating movement along the axes. 

The folds near Long Beach are different from those in 

the other parts of the area in having a high angle double 

plunge within a short distance of 800 yards and also in having 

wide open tension joints in the crestal parts of the folds. 

The folds near Mistaken Point do not show a distinct double 

plunge and the beds spread like a pack of cards. Some of the 

folds along the brook between Mistaken Point and Long Beach are 

monoclinal in shape while others are asymmetrical with the northern 

limb steeper than the southern one (Fig. 4-3). 
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The rocks of the Cape Cove Formation along Briscal Cove 

River are folded into a series of parallel synclines and anticlin~s 

with their axes cutting obliguely across the river; the axes of 

these folds are almost horizontal and run ln a northeasterly 

direction. Only a small thickness of the beds (about 100 to 200 ft 

is affected by the folding. Several other folds having the 

same general character are found along the coast-line between 

Mistaken Point and Freshwater Point. 

Many smaller folds occur along the coast-line of 

Portugal Cove and Biscay Bay. Near Daly's Point on the coast 

of Portugal Cove, the hard siliceous argillites and siltstones 

on the Freshwater Point Formation are thrown into a series of 

parallel, broad open folds trending NSSOE. and plunging SW. The 

folds in the rocks of the St. John's Formation along the coast of 

Biscay Bay are relatively tighter folds and range in trend from nori 

northeast to north-northwest, though plunge of the folds remains 

in the same general direction. 

Faults 

Faults generally parallel fold axes and deformation along 

the fault planes is regar~ed as an integral part of flexural slip 

folding process. Such faults have caused a vertical or an 

almost vertical movement in the limbs of the folds. The distinct 

layering of the sedimentary rocks has facilitated internal slip 

during folding and favoured the development of faults that follow 

the bedding. As a result, bedding faults of unknown displacement 

are common. 
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Fault· planes are exposed only in the coastal areas and 

are extended inland from there on the basis of indirect evidence. 

Fault displacements are generally unknown because of lack of 

marker horizons. However, the presence of a fault plane can be 

suspected from the presence of fault breccia, slicknsides, mineral

izationr change in strike of bedding or cleavage, or any other 

feature suggestive of movement. Most of these criteria are 

insufficient for deter.ming fault movements, as many of the 

rocks "in the area are fractured without major displacement 

alo~g .·:..numerous fracture planes. 

In the eartern part of the area, the main faults are at 

Pond Point, Moors Gulch, and Cape Race. The shore line at the 

points of eme!gence of these faults is marked by coves due to 

differential erosion of the broken rocks. Moorse Gulch fault 

trending N400E. and passing through the gulch is the most 

prominent of the three. In the case of the Cape Race fault, the 

beds of the associated fault blocks differ in strike but the amount 

of displacement is unknown; a thin layer of calcite, and calcite 

films along the fault plane, are marked with well developed 

slickensides indicating a vertical movement. 

Mistaken Point Fault (Fig. 4-5) is evident because of 

a 20 ft. thick fault breccia along its plane whose trace inland 

is marked by a shallow depression. This fault is evidently 

younger than folding as it affects the folded rocks and the 
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cleavage. Of the three faults emerging on the coast-line between 

Mistaken and Freshwater Points, only the one at Freshwater Point 

is characteristic as it exhibits folding of one of its faulted 

blockS probably, due to sliding of the down thrown side. 

The faults exposed on the coast-line of Portugal Cove 

and Biscay Bay are oriented in a northeasterly direction 

(Plate 2-4) and are defined in some cases by topography, presence 

of valleys or brooks, drag folds, and slickensides etc. Gash 

veins are developed only in the cherts and siliceous argillites 

of the Conception Group. 

Cleavage 

In the map-area, the cleavage consists of closely spaced 

fracture planes that are penetrative on the scale of a hand 

specimen. The attitude of cleavage and that of the axial planes 

of folds is similar suggesting that the cleavage developed in 

response to strain in the whole sequence attendant on folding. 

As evident from its distribution in the various rock units, the 

cleavage is a function of lithology. In general, argillaceous 

rocks have yielded to fracture more easily as compared to sand-

stones and cherts. 

The cleavage is mostly oblique to (Fig. 4-8) and locally 

parallel with the strike of the beds. The cleavage bedding 

intersection in most places is distinct and plunges gently in a 

southward direction. 



Where shales and sandstones are in juxtaposition, the cleavage 

planes are deflected as they pass from one into the other 

(Fig. 4-9). 

In some places along the eastern coast of Biscay Bay in 

the St. John's Formation, a second fracture cleavage transacts 

the main set of cleavage. Only a few instances of this later 

fracture cleavage were observed and these were insufficient for 

determining whether it is also related to folding. Two sets of 

fracture cleavage in a few cases, and cleavage and jointing in 

other cases, break the shales in rhombohedral pieces. 

Joints 

In the map-area, joint concentration in various rock 

types appears to be controlled by the thickness of bedding and 

the type of lithology. Joint density in cherts of the Drook 

Formation is higher than in argillites and shales of the Cape 

Cove and the St. John's Formations. The argillites, it seems, 

reacted to strain by developing closely spaced fracture planes 

that constitute fracture cleavage. 

Joint directions are variable with several sets occurring 

in a single outcrop. One set is commonly vertical or close to 

it, and other sets trend at various angles to the bedding and these 

include those which parallel the bedding as well as those at 

right angles to it. Joint directions in some cases are parallel 

with fold axes and fault planes. 

related to folding and faulting. 

These joints appear, therefore, 
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Joints in the rocks of the Cape Cove Formation along 

Briscal Cove river range in trend from N60°W to N20°W. The joints 

at Drook are wider, exposed for longer distance, and are locally 

filled with quartzitic and chloritic material. The joints that 

are filled were formed, presumably, prior to those that are open. 

At Daly's Point, two sets of joints trending Nl0°E and 

N70°E constitute a rhombohedral joint pattern which can also be 

seen at several other places in the siliceous rocks of the 

Conception Group. The third set in these rocks parallels the 

bedding planes and the three sets break the rock up into 

rhombohedral fragments. 
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Fig. 4-1 

~-diagram obtained after-plotting poles of one 

hundred and seventy readings of dip and striker from all 
t.h 

over the area, on a Smidt net. The contour lines from ,. 
the outermost to the innermost, represent 0%, 2.5%, 5%, 10~ and 

l5% of the total number of readings. The axial line through 

the area of high concentration is -circle and the point 

encircled in the southwestern quardrangle is the plunge 

of the regional axis of folding determined from the diagram. 

The other point represents the measured plunge of small-

scale folds. 

• 
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FIG~ 4-1 



Fig. 4-2 

Photograph showing Pond Point syncline running 

almost parallel to the coast-line in this part of the 

area. 

Fig. 4-3 

An asymmetrical anticline near the brook between 

Long Beach and Mistaken Point. 
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Fig. 4-2 

Fig. 4-3 
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Fig. 4-4 

Photograph exhibiting an asymmetrical anticline 

in the hard siliceous argillites near Freshwater Point. 

Note also the jointing pattern in the rocks. 

Fig. 4-5 

Photograph showing deformation of rocks in two 

stages: first the folding in the western part of the 

photograph and second the faulting in eastern part of 

the photograph. 



Fig. 4-4 

Fig. 4-5 
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Fig. 4-6 

Jointing in the siliceous argillites of the 

Conception Group. 

Fig. 4-7 

Cross section of a calcite layer found along the 

bedding planes in the St. ~ohn's Formation between Shingle 

Head and Cripple Rock Point. Undulations represent 

bedding plane deformation during folding and slickensides 

on top and bottom surface qf the layer suggesting 

faulting. 
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Fig. 4-6 

Fig. 4-7 
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Fig. 4-8 

Fracture cleavage in the rocks of the St. John's 

Formation near Fishers Point (Cape Race). Note 

deflection of cleavage as it passes from shales to 

sandstone. 

Fig. 4-9 

Photograph exhibiting cleavage in a three 

dimensional view. 

distinctly seen. 

Cleavage bedding intersection is 
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Fig. 4-8 

Fig. 4-9 
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CHAPTER V 

PRECAMBRIAN LIFE 

Fossils in the Conception Group were discovered by the 

author (ltisra, 1968) in the map-area (Fig. 1-1) during the 

summer of 1967. A preliminary account of the fossil bearing 

rocks and a general discussion on the age of the rocks has 

already been g1ven by Anderson and Misra (1968). Although only 

one type of impression v:as illuntrated in the 1968 cornmunication, 

three other new types have been found at the same locality and 

in addition t\'10 sub-types of the fonsil already reported can be 

distinguished.. The terms "typon and nsub-type" are used 

here in the non-technical sense and each type possibly includes 

one or more genera. 

Prior to the discovery of Precambrian fossils in the 

Biscay Bay - Cape Race area, there was no record of life in 

the Precambrian rocks of eastern Newfoundland, except for the 

doubtful fossil Aspidella terranovica Billings from the St. 

John's Formation. Indeed, throughout the whole North American 

continent there are only a few Precarrillrian fossil occurrences 

(Bassler, 1941, Van Gundy, 1951, Alf, 1959, Frarey and McClaren, 

1963) • Most are doub1:ful e>ccept the apparent jellyfish impreosion 

discovered by C.A. Van Gundy and reported by Bassler (1941), who 

classified the imprint as Brooksella canyonensia. This form 

resembles some of the round lobate types and other lobed fossil 

impressions of the map-area. 
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The most important Precambrian fossil locality thus far 

reported is in the Ediacara hills in South Australia. It was 

discovered by an Australian geologist, R.C. Sprigg, during field 

studies in 1947. The Ediacara hills fauna includes jellyfish, 

soft cozals related to Pennatulids, segmented worms, and other 

animals, (Glaessner, 1966). Most of these organisms belong 

to the phyla Coelenterataand Annelida (Glaessner and Wade, 1966). 

Precambrian fossils are known also from South Africa and 

England (Glaessner, 1959). 

Mode of Occurrence 

Fossils of the Precambrian Conception Group occur as 

hundreds of impressions on ripple marked surfaces of graded 

greywackes in the coastal exposures of the Cape Cove Formation 

near Mistaken Point. They have been observed at several horizons 

within a thickness of about 175 ft. and the fossil bearing 

planes are generally overlain by a 1-2 ern. thick layer of volcanc 

tuff (see marginal areas of Fig. 5-6). 

As the fossils probably represent floating organisms, 

they are interpreted as having come to rest on the flat muddy 

bottom and made either imprints on the mud or were entombed 

bodily. However, if they were not floating but sessi~le animals, 

they must have been living on the bottom of the sea during the 

intervening quiescent period between two successive turbidity curren 

and lived until they were covered by the sediments brought down 

by the currents. In either case, the surface of mud provided 
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an ideal medium for preserving imprints and the forms, 

regardless of their size and shape, are clear and well defined. 

The fossil bearing rocks are exposed only on the coast 

and the lateral extension of the beds inland is not known. 

Investigation at the projected same stratigraphic level at Cape 

Cove did not reveal fruitful results. It is probable that the 

population of organisms was most dense near Mistaken Point, and 

although lateral and vertical extensions of the fossil bearing 

beds and change in the fossil characters with time are not known, 

the concentration of animal impressions in a limited area suggests 

that these soft bodied Metazoa constituted a flourishing fauna 

during the time of sedimentation of the Conception Group. 

The number of main fossil types, as described below, 

is small compared with the Ediacara fauna of South Australia 

but the variations within each type are many. The detailed 

picture of these variations is as yet not clearly understood. 

Each fossil type is represented by numerous individuals ranging 

in size from less than one inch to as much as one foot, usually 

in random orientation. 

The fossils are found on exposed surfaces and those 

within the reach of sea waves have become worn. However, the 

surfaces which are either protected or are attacked only 

occasionally by sea waves show well defined fossils with 

distinct details of their structure. 
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The argillites that contain the fossils are fractured 

and jointed, making it difficult to sample the actual specimens. 

However, four specimens were collected in the field and studied 

in thin section. These show no organic remains under the 

ordinary microscope. Studies under electron microscope or 

chemical studies may yield better results. In the absence of 

actual specimens of fossils, the work is confined to photographs 

and casts of the fossil impressions. Several casts were made 

in situ using Vinyl modelling clay and investigation on these 

is still in progress. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FOSSILS 

In a very general manner the fossils can be grouped into 

the following types of impression: 

1. Spindle-shaped forms 

2. Leaf-like forms. 

3. Round lobate forms 

4. Radiating forms. 

These are the commonest types and each has variations 

as described below. 

Spindle-shaped organisms 

Spindle-shaped impressions are the most common of all 

the fossil types and have wide distribution throughout the 

locality. They are elongate in shape and are thinner at the 
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ends. They have a bilateral symmetry with a median axis that 

runs along the entire length of the fossil (Fig. 5-3). The 

median in some cases is straight (Fig. 5-2) while in others it 

is zig-zag (Fig. 5-2,= left). It is not certain if these two shape~ 

of the median axis represent dorsal and ventral views of the 

same form or if they are different forms. 

The length of the spindle-shaped forms is variable, 

ranging in most cases from 3 em. to 30 c.m. All are preserved 

in their entirety and some impressions exhibit a definite outline. 

Regardless of size, all contain lateral branches from the median 

axis, which are divided and sub-divided (Fig. 5-8). In most 

cases the number of branches on both sides of the median axis 

is the same but in other cases, one side of the median axis 

contains an additional branch compared to the other one. 

The fossils that have a well defined outline lie in some 

cases in a position suggesting spiral movement (Fig. 5-2D) 

Whether these forms were crawling is uncertain. However, 

these animals constitute only a small portion of the total 

number of Spindle-shaped organisms and the majority of them do 

not have an outline. Most of the Spindle-shaped organisms, on 

the basis of lateral branches, are regarded as new forms of a 

floating Hydrozoan, not previously reported, belonging to the 

Order Thecata (Glaessner, 1968, personal communication). 
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There are two other kinds of impressions which resemble 

Spindle-shaped animals in some respects and may be related to 

them. One of them (Fig. 5-6 C) has branches only on one side 

of the median axis, is often curved, and is found stratigraphically 

below the Spindle-shaped impressions. The second kind, although 

it has body structure similar to that of the Spindle-shaped 

animals, differs from the common forms in having proportionately 

longer branches (Fig. 5-11). The form, however, is regarded as 

closely related to the Spindle-shaped animals, probably a 

different species. 

Leaf-Shaped Impressions 

These are second in abundance to the Spindle-shaped 

animals. The fossils are oriented roughly in the direction of 

turbidity currents with the main part of their body always falling 

in the direction of flow, i.e. in a southward direction. The fossi 

impressions (Fig. 5-l) are thought to represent a colony of a 

Metazoan. 

The fossil consists of three parts, a main body having a 

leaf-shaped structure with a terminal needle-shaped projection, 

a stalk, and a round base attached to the stalk (Fig. 5-15). 

The main body is somewhat round (Fig. 5-15), divided by branches, 

and imprints exhibit a definite outline. The form is considered 

as an imprint of a new floating colonial Hydrozoan and the disc 

shaped round base is probably a float or Medusa. An alternative 

explanation is that the disc shaped base represents a hold-fast 
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and the main body of the animal was supported on a stalk 

attached to the base with the long needle like projection 

upward (Fig. 5-l). 

The animals in some cases were broken from the base and 

moved slightly in the current direction leaving the disc 

behind. In other cases the main body broke away and the 

base and stalk are found together (Fig. 5-l F). This is the 

only organism which is found separate in pieces as well as 

intact, the other forms are intact. 

The sizes of different parts of the fossil were measured 

for ten specimens (Table 5-l) and these measurements suggest 

that the fossils represent all the stages of growth of these 

animals. In a few cases the main body is found compressed and 

its width reduced. These distorted forms were not used in 

making Table 5-l. Some forms seem to have lateral branches 

but others (Fig. 5-14) exhibit a somewhat lobate structure. 

The details of the fossil in casts are not very clear but 

the positions of base, stalk, and the main body are evident. 

Round Lobate Forms 

These fossils resemble jellyfish (Fig. 5-2A) in shape 

and outline but do not seem to correspond to any of the recent 

forms. Two types are distinguishable; the first is a well 

defined round lobate fossil (Fig. 5-2A) while the second appears 

like a net in some forms (Fig. 5-2E) but has distinct lobate 

structure in the other forms (Fig. 5 - 9 A). 
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An alternative explanation of these objects is that the 

round lobate forms are floats or Medusae as suggested by 

the base of the leaf-shaped objects, yet the bases of the 

leaf-shaped objects do not show a lobate or any such structure. 

Radiating Forms 

The fossils are thought to represent a colony of animals 

rather than a single individual. In arrangement, their needle

like bodies diverge from a point where they were joined to one 

another (Fig. 5-8 A). The fossils are not abundant but are 

found on all the fossil bearing horizons in the locality. 

The fossils may be impressions of Spindle-shaped animals 

in a different preservation. However, it is also probable that 

the animals were attached to mud at the point of convergence 

from where their elongate bodies diverged upward. No actual 

specimen of the fossils could be collected but the details of 

structure are clearer in the casts (Fig. 5-13) than in the 

photographs of the actual specimens (Fig. 5 - 8A) taken in 

the field. 

DISCUSSION 

There are several difficulties in the investigation of 

these fossils. The first and the foremost difficulty is that 

the fossils cannot be easily collected so that the work has 

to be confined to photographs, casts, and a few poor samples. 
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The fossils are found only as impressions, suggesting 

they were soft bodied Metazoa which constituted a fluorishing 

fauna during late Precambrian times in the Conception Sea. It 

is not yet clear if, and to what extent, this Precambrian 

fauna of Newfoundland is related to the Ediacara fauna of South 

Australia. Some of the forms resemble Rangea, Charnia, 

Arborea, and Pteridinium which are believed to be related 

to living Pennatulid corals. 

A tentative terminology of the fossils has been worked 

out and the outcome of the study suggests that the fossil 

impressions represent an entirely new fauna, heretofore 

unreported. They are interpreted as a new colonial floating 

Hydrozoan of the order Thecata. This interpretation is based 

on the branching of Spindle-shaped impressions. The round-lobate 

impressions may be floats as suggested by the base of the 

leaf-shaped objects, or Medusae. The radiating forms may be 

essentially the same as the Spindles in a different preservation, 

and the Leaf-like structures may be related. The occurrence 

of possible Hydrozoa in the Precambrian is of special interest 

(Glaessner, 1968, personal communications). The taxonomy of 

the animals, therefore, can be written as follows: 

Phylum Coelenterata 

Class Hydrozoa 

Order Thecata 

Family Uncertain 

Genera to be named 
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Fig. 5-l 

Reconstructed approximate diagram of a leaf-shaped 

animal. 

Table 5-l 

Table showing measurements of different parts of 

the leaf-shaped animals in centimeters. The letters, a, 

b, c, d and e stand for different parts of its body as 

follows: 

a = base long axis 

b = base, short axis 

c = height from base to the tip 

d = stalk 

e = Maximum width of the main body 
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Fig. 5.1 

Table 5-l 

a b c d e Remark 

---------------------------------------------------------------
4.8 3.2 11 3.8 5.2 

3.8 2.3 9 2.7 4 

5.6 3.8 11.5 4 4.7 Very worn 

4.4 2.7 9.4 2.8 5.6 Very worn 

7.3 5.2 19.1 6.9 7.6 

8.7 5.1 16.5 4.5 8 

7 4.8 17.1 5 6.8 

4.6 2.4 11 3.1 5.2 

5.5 3.4 11.5 3.7 5.1 

5.7 3.2 12.2 3.7 5.5 
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F~g. 5-2 
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Fig. 5-3 

An enlarged picture of a Spindle-shaped colonial 

Hydrozoan having a well defined outline. Note also the 

bent animal above the main organism in the picture. 
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Fig. 5-4 

Several individuals of the Spindle-shaped animal and 

one specimen of leaf-shaped object is seen in the 

photograph. The main body of the leaf-shaped object 

<?-4B) is compressed and reduced in width. The 

Spindle-shaped animals are without a definite outlined. 

F~g~ 5-5 

Spindle-shaped animals without a definite outline 

(Fig. 5-5A) 1 Radiating form (Fig. 5-,a) 1 and a conj~gate 

form of Spindle-shaped animal (Fig. 5 -yB). 
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Fig. 5-4 

-· 

Fig. 5-5 
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Fig. 5-6 

Spindle~shaped animal (Fig. 5-6A) showing clear 

structure but no outline, another Spindle-shaped animal 

with branches only on one side of the mid-line (Fig. 5-~C), 

and a leaf-like impression with distinct structure of 

its main body. (Fig. S-6B). 

Fig. 5-7 

Spindle-shaped colonial animal with branches 

divided and sub-divided, and severa1 other fossils 

of the same type. 
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F~g. S-6 

( 

Fig. S-7 
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Fig. 5-8 

0 
P~tograph exhibiting the following: 

1. Radiating forms (Fig. 5-8A) 

2. Spindle-shaped animals (5-8c) 

3. Round lobate form (Fig. 5-8B). 

Fig. 5-9 

Round lobate form (jelly fish) shows distinct 

lobate structure (Fig. 5-9. A) but is larger than 

usual and shows no outline. A Spindle-shaped animal 

is also seen lying next to the Round lobate fossil 

.(F:ig. 5- 9B) • 
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Fig. 5-8 

Fig. 5-9 
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Fig. 5-10 

Cast of a Spindle-shaped organism. Note the ~ivided 

and sub-divided branches from the mid-line. 

Fig. 5-11 

Cast of the Spindle-shaped organism with its 

branches proportionately longer than usual. 
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I ·~ ...... I • 

F:ig. 5-10 

F:ig. 5-11 
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F:lg. 5-12 

Cast of the Spindle-shaped animal with its branches 

divided and sub-divided. 

• 

F:lg. 5-13 

Cast of the Radiating form. 
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Fig. 5-12 

Fig. 5-13 
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Fig. 5-14 

Cast of the leaf-shaped object. 
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F~~· 5-14 
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CHAPTER VI 

DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY OF THE AREA 

The history of sedimentation in the map-area requires 

a consideration of the source of sediments, their transportation 

and environment of depostion. The nature of the rock ·fragments 

and mineral constituents in the rocks indicates that the sediments 

of the COnception Group and the St. John's Formation were derived 

from a complex terrane consisting of volcanic, sedimentary, and 

igneous rocks, situated to the northeast of the present exposures. 

The conclusion that an area of high relief existed to the north

east of the map-area is based on current directions obtained from 

sole marking, slumping, and cross stratification. However, it 

is difficult to delineate source areas and depositional basins 

with any certainty as the palaeogeography of the Avalon Peninsula 

of Newfoundland during Conception time is only vaguely known 

{Rose, 1952, McCartney, 1967, Brueckner, 1968, in press). The 

nature of t~ansporting agencies which brought the material to the 

basin is also unknown. However, after the sediments were brought 

to the basin, turbidity currents played an important role in 

resedimentation of the material, especially during the time the 

upper part of the Conception Group was laid down. 

The discussion that follows indicates that the environment 

of deposition of the Drook and Freshwater Point Formations was 
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shallow marine area which became deeper during deposition of the 

upper. part of the Freshwater Point Formation, remained deep 

during deposition of the Cape Cove Formation and became shallow 

again during the St. qohn's Formation. 

A shallow water marine environment for the rocks of the 

Drook, Freshwater Point, and St. John's Formations is inferred from 

features exhibited by sedimentary accumulation, type of lithology, 

and type of bedding. Less reliance is placed on grain size, 

ripple marks, and current bedding as all of these features can 

be produced either by shallow water deposition or in deep water 

by turbidity currents (Kuenen, 1953). A deep water environment 

of deposition for the .Cape Cove Formation is also based on the type 

of lithology and the nature of bedding but with especial emphasis 

on greywacke composition and graded bedding. 

A significant feature, as mentioned above, in deciding 

conditions of deposition is the presence of graded bedding in the 

Cape Cove Formation. In fact Bailey (1936) goes so far as to say 

that graded bedding and cross bedding are typical of two different 

environments of sedimentation. Kuenen and Migliorini (1950) 

arrived independently at the conclusion that the most important 

types of graded bedding appear to have been produced by the 

action of turbidity currents of high density on the sea floor. 

One of them (Migliorini) was engaged in the investigation of 

graded rocks encountered in the field and the other (Kuenen) 
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had studied artificial turbidity currents of high density in 

the laboratory. They suggested four possible explanations of 

graded bedding: Tsunami waves, slumping, mud flows, and 

turbidity currents of high density. 

The environment can also be considered in terms of its 

spatial position in a sedimentary basin. Rich (1951} defined 

three critical environments in a sedimentary basin: UNDA, the 

region of a basin above the wave base; CLINO, the sloping surface 

extending from wave base down to the generally flat water body 

called FONDO environment. Rocks of the Drook, Freshwater Point 

and St. John's Formations were deposited in an environment similar 

to an UNDA environment and those of the Cape Cove Formation in a 

CLINO environment. All the features typical of a CLINO environment 

can be recognised on or inferred from the rocks of the Cape 

Cove Formation; these include a slightly inclined surface of 

cline form having freedom from wave-caused disturbances of the 

water, prevailing muddyness, great and often repeated variation 

in sediment supply, deposition dominantly from suspension, 

density currents periodically flowing down the slope, gravity 

sliding and/or intra or interstratal flowage. Based on these 

and some other criteria mentioned earlier, the sedimentary history 

of the rock sequence is narrated in the following page. 
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The sedimentation of the Conception Group in the Biscay 

Bay - Cape Race area presumably started in isolated basins bounded 

by volcanic rocks of the earlier Harbour Main Group. Such isolatec 

basins are envisaged by McCartney (1967) in the case of the 

sediments which he included in the Harbour Main Group and 

described as "practically indistinguishable from the Conception 

sediments". The sediments assigned to the Harbour Main Group 

are possibly the beginnings of Conception Group deposition and 

locally the underlying volcanic rocks and Conception Group rocks 

are interbedded in the contact zones. Subsequently these isolated 

basins probably joined to form a shallow water marine environment 

characteristic of lower Conception times. 

The percentage of precipitated silica 1n cherts of the 

Drook Formation is not known, but this 2500 ft. thick siliceous 

deposit is believed to have been laid down in shallow water 

conditions. Moreover, the rare and local occurrence of limestone 

in the lower part of the Conception Group is reported from Whitbour 

map-area (McCartney, 1967) and ellipsoidal nodules of calcareous 

sandstone occur also locally in the mup-area. These lithological 

considerations together with mega wave ripples and the type of bedd 

indicate shallow water conditions. Furthermore, deposition of the 

rocks of the Drook Formation took place probably under more stable 

tectonic conditions than those which accompanied deposition of 
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the younger units of the group. This conclusion is based on the 

fine grained and thinly laminated character of lithology which 

is present almost throughout the formation. 

Freshwater Point Formation marks an increase in the 

proportion of argillaceous material and decrease in siliceous 

matter as compared to the underlying Drook Formation. The presence 

of graded bedding and structures resembling pull aparts together 

with the type of lithology suggest that the environment of deposition 

was gradually becoming deeper, and thus by the end of the Freshwater 

Point Formation the sea had become deep enough to produce turbidity 

currents of large magnitude. 

The rocks belonging to the Cape Cove Formation were 

deposited by turbidity currents in a basin whose northeasterly 

trending axis paralleled the present strike of the beds. The main 

arguments in _ favour of attributing the deposition of the 

Cape Cove Formation to the action of turbidity currents are 

absence of tidal action and symmetrical ripple marks, presence of 

sole marks formed by undirectional flow, large volume of graded 

beds, and uniformity in the direction of supply. 

In this sequence of graded beds in the Cape Cove Formation 

the areal extent is so large that it cannot represent the accumu-

lation of a river bed. Moreover the volume of thicker beds is too 

large to be accounted for by deposition in one season, even if 

there were seasons. The sole marks and the very coarse size of 
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many graded beds together demonstrate that the current hugged 

the bottom and was not a surface current. Furthermore, the large 

volume of some graded beds indicates a current with a large 

suspended load and hence with abnormal density. Finally the 

sandstones occurring at the base of the graded beds are muddy 

sediments or greywackes that indicate that deposition of finer 

material has taken place simultaneously with that of larger 

particles. This type of deposit is best explained by turbidity 

current formation. 

After a substantial thickness of the Cape Cove Formation 

was deposited the seaward slope upon newly deposited detritus 

increased progressively. During this perio d of progressive 

increase in the slope of the basin, submarine slumping could 

have been initiated by relatively insignificant agents such as 

deep reaching wave action during heavy storms, minor earthquakes, 

or volcanism, or abundant supply of sediments during floods. 

Thus large-scale slump structures associated with some of the 

beds in the lower part of the St. John's Formation indicate that 

deposition was still taking place on a sloping surface and 

probably the currents orginated in shallow water and flowed 

down a slope to the deeper areas. 

The basal part of the St. John's Formation is composed 

of laminated siltstones and shales about 10 layers per foot. Such 

a large number of more or less separate flows each with separate 
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composition is inconceivable. The explanation for this type of 

lamination is that the load was carried forward by traction along 

the bottom. This bottom traction started as the turbidity 

currents became more dilute with a relatively high lutite content 

and a small amount of large particles. The traction. currents were 

of lesser density and had ceased to carry sand and silt only in 

suspension but started to move this load by traction. The small 

scale cross lamination and cross ripple lamination found in the 

St. John's Formation were produced by the bottom traction and 

could not develop by sedimentation from a turbulent current 

carrying its load only in suspension. 

The presence of pyrite and the dark drey colours of the 

shales in the St. John's Formation suggest that the depositional 

enviroment was closed to water circulation and was reducing in 

nature. It is probable that towards the end of Conception time 

the depositional conditions changed and the enviroment became 

shallow again as suggested by the presence of the purple beds. Thi~ 

shallowing of the environment may be attributed either to infilling 

of the depositional basin ~r else to epeirogenic movements. This 

shallow water deposition was characteristic of post Conception 

time (McCartney, 1967). 

To summarise the sedimentary history of the area, the 

sedimentation of the Conception Group started ln the~olated 

basins which subsequently joined to form a shallow marine enviroment 

The environment continued to become deeper and was the deepest 

• +- • 
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Turbidity currents were also of maximum magnitude during this 

period. After a substantial thickness of the Conception Group 

had been deposited, the sea became shallow again perhaps during 

deposition of the uppermost part of the Cape Cove Formation and 

remained shallow during post Conception times (McCartney, 1967). 

The intensity of turbidity currents became feebler. Deposition of 

rocks during early St. John's time witnessed mild volcanism and 

probably earthquakes and/or epirogenic movements that produced 

slumping. 
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